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Tiffany heart locket photo template

Does anyone own the Tiffany Medallion? Is it small too small for the photo inside? Im planning to buy one! May 19, 2009 335 3 Somehwere VA I have a great oval notes one. I don't have a picture because yet, I keep saying I'm going to put one in That would be a tiny picture. The T&amp;Co website contains the size of photos that you can upload. I tried it, but
all my pictures are too big. I'll try to resize and see if it works. If so, I wil post my pics. I like the medallion. I wear it on an open oval link chain. Which one of you plans to buy? I'd like to comment on one gold. But it seems mia's website... does anyone know how much is small? I'd also love to see tiffany lockets! I just made a plain small silver one:/ I wish I went
to heart shape, but back then I thought it was too feminine. If you want the pics let me know, but it looks like a basic plain medallion. I just made a plain small silver one:/ I wish I went to heart shape, but back then I thought it was too feminine. If you want the pics let me know, but it looks like a basic plain medallion. I'd love to see the picture! What size of photo
can it hold? I am torn between the oval and the heart shape. I have a heart shape of yellow gold and never wear it. It was gifted to me by my dh, but the picture spots are teeny tiny. It had come with a template. I'd love to see the picture! What size of photo can it hold? I am torn between the oval and the heart shape. I think the oval will hold more flattering
photos. JMHO Does anyone know the size difference between small and big hearts? I had a brief look at Tiffany today and was surprised at how tiny the small was, unfortunately wasn't great on display. I'd love to see the picture! What size of photo can it hold? I am torn between the oval and the heart shape. They have a template you could print to see how
big of the picture you can insert, I can insert pictures on Saturday cuz I'm not at home atm I have a big oval notes one. I don't have a picture because yet, I keep saying I'm going to put one in That would be a tiny picture. The T&amp;Co website contains the size of photos that you can upload. I tried it, but all my pictures are too big. I'll try to resize and see if it
works. If so, I wil post my pics. I like the medallion. I wear it on an open oval link chain. Which one of you plans to buy? Thanks for the information about the photo size. I had no idea that it was available. I wonder if it will work for my medallion because it's 10+ years old.  check our FAQ page for the last order dates for guaranteed Christmas delivery! In the
last days of UK Standard shipping  With OddPrints you can trim and change images of your loved ones as small as you need to fit in any medallion or charm. Whether it's a circle, an oval, a heart or something completely unique. Upload your photo, enter the size you want rectangles, and we will send you prints that are ready to trim to the desired shape.
Form. Help choose the right size for the image of your medallion or charm? Check out our How to Print Medallion Size Photos guide. FREE Standard Shipping orders over £20 The perfect size We Love as Latoya Hanson uses OddPrints to fill her heart-shaped medallion. Here's what she had to say on Facebook: Photos are unbelievable... The perfect size
for my 18 Walmart medallion... I always use OddPrints for something I need odd :-) Thanks guys. You don't have items in your shopping bag. This medallion is similar to tiffany design. You may have seen tiffany love medallion and necklace set and fallen madly in love with this silver duo. This is not surprising. Tiffany jewelry has long been very prized for its
style and quality. In 1837, Charles Lewis Tiffany founded his company Tiffany and the company in New York as a luxury store. Tiffany's quickly became known for the rare and incredible diamonds it sold. In fact, Charles Tiffany purchased a rare yellow diamond and named it the Tiffany Diamond. It was just the beginning of a man's dream to put his shop on
an international map. Related articles He later purchased the French Crown Jewels, and as a result the press named the King of Diamonds. He continued to introduce tiffany setting engagement rings, which created what is widely accepted as the perfect engagement ring. Audrey Hepburn gave Tiffany a household name with her role in the film, Breakfast at
Tiffany's, in which she received a custom made diamond engagement ring from Tiffany's. Soon each bride intended to get tiffany blue box. Tiffany Love Medallion and Necklace Tiffany still promotes love and romance with its jewelry, and the silver Tiffany Love medallion and necklace carries the tradition of fine jewelry and exquisite design. The medallion is
silver, however, it is not large or bulky. This is the right size for wearing as a medallion or as a charm on a bracelet. It is also the perfect size for photos. The medallion and chain are sold separately. The circuit is available in several different lengths, giving you a lot of flexibility when you wear this item. Choose one of the following: 16 inches 18 inches 20
inches 24 inches 30 inches 36 inches In itself is a very simple heart design and features the word Love engraved on the front. The surface of the piece is very shiny, making it an eye-catching accessory. A subtle hinge mechanism on one side of the heart allows the medallion to swing open, showing your chosen photo or memento. One challenge you may
have with adding a photo to your medallion is the size of the photo. Tiffany and company offer photo resizing options to help you create the perfect size for the photo. Like most designer items, there are always knockoffs and imitation. If shopping at Tiffany's isn't your current budget, then you can find several Tiffany-inspired love lockets and necklaces at
discount stores and online sites like Amazon.com or Attach the bracelet You can also buy an appropriate silver bracelet, which can also be used with a medallion. It gives you an added piece of jewelry for those times you don't want to wear your Love Medallion as a necklace. The bracelet is made of tie clamps. This design is very useful for the charm of
bracelets, because you can change the trinkets easily. All you need to do is open the link, add charm and close the clasp. With this link mechanism you do not have to worry with the traditional bracelet clasp. Link clasp design allows for a continuous chain link look. Making Your Purchase Event Thanks to the Internet, you don't have to travel to New York City
or call a store to order your order at the famous store, as the Audrey Hepburn generation did. If you want the real thing and your credit card can take a squeeze, then you can buy a medallion and necklace directly from Tiffany and company online and have it delivered to your home. When you make a purchase of Tiffany and company, you still have the
opportunity to pick up the package at a store on Fifth Avenue in New York. If you're just dying at the Audrey Hepburn moment, and it's convenient, then by all means, pick up your purchase personally. Whether you choose an in-store pick-up or other shipping option, your Love Medallion will be displayed in an iconic Tiffany blue box and along with a Tiffany
card. (58 results, with advertising vendors looking to grow their business and reach out to more interested buyers can use the Etsy advertising platform to promote their items. Ad results will appear based on factors such as relevance and the amount that salespeople pay per click. To learn more. ) I told you in a previous post that it was hard for my family to
end 2015, and we did. As a result, that husband bought me a medallion for Christmas to show both photos of the boys to keep close to my heart. He originally got me a heart-shaped medallion that was quite small in yellow gold and I didn't wear anything but silver so I asked if we could come back and get something bigger and silver. He was okay with it
because I had to wear it not him. We chose the day, we returned the original medallion, and I chose this pretty big one instead. With age I don't see the detail of the little object anymore, and I liked the idea of an oval-shaped site. I think it would be easier to find a photo in the right size. I started looking through my photo library in Lightroom to find two photos I
thought would work when I decided it was silly to have a way to get a photo cellphone right the first time without printing multiple copies while trying to get it right. Well what do you know? There is a way to get the right size photo shape and fit the medallion I have. A site called LOCKET STUDIO already had all the guesswork from it and created this handy site
where I uploaded my photos, picked the medallion size and shape that I have, and just like the magic of my photos become a downloadable jpg to me printed or sent by e-mail. (The site is very easy to use and FREE) What a great idea right? I decided to try different printing methods to see what I liked best. Those on the left were printed on cardstock paper
at home from a Canon printer. Those in the middle I copied on a flash drive and were printed in our local grocery store in a matte photo paper. And those on the right were printed at home on glitter paper from a Canon printer. I ended up going with store prints on matte paper for my final draft. I also found a site called Medallion Prints where you can upload
your photos and they post you a full page with the same photo in several sizes made exclusively for lockets. All you have to do is choose the size that suits your medallion when it arrives. I love my gift and wear it almost everyday. I have an upcoming fashion post where you can see how it hangs. I like the longer circuit and this one hits just below the chest
area. I'm not sure if lockets are in fashion right now or if they'll ever go out of style, but when I was out looking there, there seem to be several ways to market. I tend to lean more toward vintage-style ones for myself, but there's so much out there to choose from. On the given time it would be a good time to ask for a medallion if you are interested maybe your
Valentine could get you one. One.
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